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ability to manipulate politicians, 56
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93
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necessity for, 150

need for, 107
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proposal to create, 108, 165
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constitutional criticism, different models

of, 152

constitutional government, elements of, 21

constitutional laws, 63, 126

constitutional mechanism, in law and
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constitutional norms, overriding normal
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tenure of, 147
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Takdin, 9
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57
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bureaucrats with limited ability to

manipulate politicians, 57

politicians threatening bureaucratic

monopoly, 56

decision maker, transfer of certain

governmental problems to an

alternative, 92

Declaration of Independence, establishing

principles of, 103

declarative model
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148
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155

defense policy, as not justiciable, 93

democratic political systems, inefficiency

of, 58

democratic representation, principle of,
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Distribution of Justice, The, 137

distribution of petitions, filed with the
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district courts, authority to discuss

administrational issues, 8

doctrine of independent status, created by

HCJ, 89

doctrine of natural justice, 64

do-it-yourself agricultural sector, adopting

method of, 144

do-it-yourself approach. See also unilateral

initiatives

continuing to dominate public life, 100

as a quasi-exit strategy, 50

situations where widely used, 50

dominant party, in initial partisan system,

74

Dotan, Rami, 104

Dr. Yisrael Sheib v. The Minister of

Defense, 87

dynamic model, developing, 2

economic and administrative systems, 71

economic and bureaucratic systems

in the 1970s, 83

in the 1980s, 83

in the 1990s, 84

economic crises, 49

economic instability, periods of, 78

economic program, devised under a veil of

secrecy, 80

economic stabilization plan, proposed, 79

economical recession, in Israel (2002 and

2003), 130

El Al v. Danilovitz, 102

El Ard political party, 135

Eitan, Michael, 112, 114

elected representatives, going to the HCJ,

39

election system, change in, 156

electoral capital, 52

electoral law, with split voting for the

prime minister and parliament, 100

electoral system, demands to change, 93

elite, debate about the existence and

charter of, 37

emergency regulations, government’s

authority to impose, 121

empirical, quantitative line of research, on

HCJ’s intervention in the

government’s decision making, 7

empirical analysis, explaining positioning

of Israeli Supreme Court as a central

political player, 17
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English Law, compiled, 25
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entrepreneurs, implementing

multi-institutional logic, 44

equality provision, Justice Landau
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constituting solutions to interactions, 46

required in Israel, 116

Evacuation Compensation Law, 116

exchange market and choice through

competition, theory of

exchange of spheres, 141

executive branch, broad powers of

discretion, 86

exit behavior, modes of, 49

expert judges, establishing the status of, 37

family reunions, instances of, 12

fine tuning, Prof. Shetreet’s proposal of,

159

first Intifada, from 1987 to the beginning

of the 1990s, 124

First Period:1988–1990, movement

towards judicial activism, 122,

123–126

focused liquidations policy, 130, 133

formal approach, analyzing legal and

political fields, 19

formal constitution, 63

formal rules, 45, 90

free riding, leading to a collective action

problem, 54

freedom of election, 66

freedom of expression, 66, 87

freedom of information, 87

freedom of occupation, 87, 158

freedom of protest, 66

freedom of speech, 24, 87

freedom to demonstrate, 96, 102

Frenkel, Mordechai, 80

Friedman, Daniel, 116, 147
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functionalist-legalist approach, 128, 141

Galilee, Nir, 104

gas masks, 96

general public, absence of demand by, 55

General Security Service (GSS)

debate with bureaucrats, 127

interacting closely with Attorney

General, 128

interrogation methods, 117, 127

Israeli legislators considered formalizing

laws about, 132

officials, amnesty of, 104

preferring flexible interrogation

methods, 141

role of, 140

General Security Service law (2002), 121

Governability and the Executive Authority

in Israel (2002), 74

governability crisis, 71

governance, arrangement promoting,

154–156

government

citizens searching for substitutes for, 59

petitions against, 11

prohibition on importing of non-kosher

meat, 102

government agencies, basic laws on activity

of, 65

government authorities, need for a balance

of power between, 148

government mortgages, declining, 78

government offices, increasing the number

of, 78

Government Quality Movement, opposing

constitutional court of law, 111

governmental institutions, level of trust in,

113

governmental policy, of weakening the

opposition, 49

governmental services

alternative supply, 58

responding to a shortage of, 49, 51

governor, Supreme Court in the position of

an alternative, 144

gray markets, 60, 71

Grossman v. The Military Advocate

General, 88

GSS. See General Security Service (GSS)

Gush Emunim, 70, 90, 93, 94
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hidden agendas, impression of, 36
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47

High Court of Justice (HCJ). See Israeli

Supreme Court (High Court of

Justice [HCJ])

Hirschman’s model, 58

Histadrut (the workers’ union), 79

historical institutionalism, 164

Hobbes, natural law, 23

Hoffman v. The Director-General of the

Prime Minister’s Office, 104

home ownership, decline in the rate of, 78

homosexuals and lesbians, discrimination

against, 102

hudna, collapse of, 133–134

human environment, of the military

activity objective, 130

human interactions, defining social

structure, 46

human learning, as related to problem

solving, 47

human rights

becoming a guiding principle, 123

commitment to universal values of, 121

defense of, 121

defining fundamental, 65

designing public policy on, 165

promotion of, 145

public policy on, 74

receiving a constitutional status, 126

Supreme Court shaping, 2

violations in democratic systems, 69

human rights activists, role in empowering

the Supreme Court, 73

human rights community, Supreme Court

decision aimed at, 143

human rights laws, striking balances, 165

human rights NGOs, case-related strategy

of, 73

human rights norms, 63

human rights organizations

advancing own social status, 39

case-related strategy, 69

human rights policy, Supreme Court

involvement in, 141–142

human rights procedures, alienating the

public from, 69

Human Rights Statement, of Israel, 63

Hume, David, 23

IDF (Israel Defense Forces)

Josef’s death as a major failure on the

part of, 131

report on cooperation with the

Palestinian Authority, 131

seeking to establish ethical code, 130

illegal settlements

creation of, 90

legalizing in the 1970s, 60

in the occupied territories, 60

inability to govern

continuing, 101

in Israel, 6

as a major social problem, 68

making the HCJ a trustworthy

alternative, 157

Palestinians via civil administration, 124

individual and collective learning, as

pathway for institutional analysis,

47–48

individual and liberal values, emergence of,

37

individualist values, in public’s attitude

toward authorities, 6

individualistic approach, movement

towards, 29, 40

individualistic worldview, rise of in Israeli

culture, 37

individualistic-economic approach,

studying judges’ preferences and

positions, 30

individuals

changing rules of the game, 46

disputes with the state, 118

learning ways to solve problems, 48

marginalizing role of, 29, 40

role in social, political, and economic

processes, 22

informal institutions, emergence of, 72

informal norms

influence of, 46

in the Soviet Union, 50

informal relationship, between High Court

and Knesset, 148

informal rules, 45
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Inquiry Committee, chaired by a Supreme

Court judge, 92

institutional amendments, series of,

161

institutional analysis, tying processes of

individual and collective learning to,

47–48

institutional approach

to politics, 19

suggesting analysis of legal documents,

26

institutional arrangement, proposed,

156–161

institutional change

process of formulating, 52

scheme of, 48

institutional framework, 48

institutional reform, within democratic

rules, 163

institutional studies, neo-institutional

approach, 44

institutional theory

described, 43–44

perceived through social choice studies,

45–47

sociological perspective of, 44–45

institutionalism, integrating rational choice

and historical, 2

institutionalization, of judicial criticism of

laws, 158

institutional-process analysis, of

relationship between Supreme Court

and Israeli Knesset, 4, 16

institutions

affecting power, 46

building in the pre-state period, 85

dynamic side of, 46

informal, 50

as limitations enforced upon human

interactions, 45, 46

meaning of, 43

as rules designing social interactions, 45

as rules of the game, 46

study of confused, due to vagueness of

concepts, 46

institutions and organizations, Jewish

leadership creating independent, 85

instrumental approach to the law, 146

instrumental political culture, 157

instrumental view, of the law, 163

inter-disciplinary approach, analyzing

relationship between legal and

political fields, 20

interest groups

acting as interpreters of social values,

139

competition between, 55

HCJ as, 6

influence greater in a decentralized

system, 57

influence of, 55

information aspect of relationship with

politicians, 56

lobbying for human rights, 139–140

part in the struggle over the

constitutional court of law, 111–112

as politicians’ central source of

information, 56

providing public services on their own,

48

reducing rent-seeking activity of, 29

Supreme Court as, 26, 39

internal security, 71

interrogation

HCJ as last source on, 143

methods, 117, 127, 141

need in, 135

Interrogation Case (Public Committee

against Torture in Israel v. The State

of Israel 1999), 16, 134–136

analyzing public policy, 137–145

HCJ decision in, 127

influence on judicial activism in military

courts in territories, 128–130

as public policy, 132

Intifada, leading to a political rift in Israel,

124

Intifada Law, High Court ruling invalid,

116

Israel

acknowledging PLO as legal

representative of Palestinian people,

125

alternative politics as a continuous mode

of behavior, 48

constitutional history, 65–67

delicate relations between the legal and

the political systems, 33

focused liquidations policy, 130, 133

inability to govern, 6
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initial structural and cultural conditions,

84–86

issue of the Jewish character of, 68

non-governability, 73–79, 125

political community affected by the HCJ,

3

public law, 63

in sociopolitical characteristics of, 2

Israel Defense Forces. See IDF (Israel

Defense Forces)

Israel Investment Managers’ Case (The

Israel Investment Managers’ Office v.

The Minister of Finance, 1997), 103,

119

Israel Land Administration, The

bureaucratic role of, 140

Israeli Arabs, public demonstration in

support of the Intifada, 132

Israeli Bar Association, objecting to

creation of a constitutional court of

law, 111

Israeli Democracy Institute, 132

Israeli factional system, split of, 74

Israeli High Court of Justice (HCJ). See

Israeli Supreme Court (High Court of

Justice [HCJ])

Israeli society

deep divisions within, 61

deep fissures in, 117

deep gaps in, 153

experiencing two parallel processes, 20

finding alternative means of providing

governmental services, 71

HCJ’s ruling revoking policies conflicting

with central values of, 158

interpretation of values under dispute in,

114

significant changes in, 70

Israeli Supreme Court (High Court of

Justice [HCJ])

abolishing parliamentary law, 119

accepting military’s point of view, 104

actual power compared to potential

power, 33

advancing its organizational and

political interests, 162

as an agenda setter in Israel, 116–120

as an alternative governor, 118

authority to examine legislation, 149

authority to strike down laws, 118

authorized to nullify a law according to

“restriction paragraph,” 157

beginning to flex its muscles, 164

bringing about change slowly and

incrementally, 136

as a center of power, 59, 162

centrality of, 152–154, 156

as a channel to advance liberal values,

38

conflict with politicians, 114

constitutional authority, lacking, 33

declaring that a certain policy harms a

given value, 159

decline of public trust in, 8, 12, 36, 159

disagreement with Knesset, 157

enjoying public legitimacy, 97

explicit power not granted to, 100

formulating a fundamental value, 137

increased dominance of, 20

institutionalizing criticism via legislation,

147

interpretation of constitutional

documents, 66, 117

intervening in matters deviating from

traditional pattern of separation of

powers, 118

intervention, strategy of increased, 66,

117

issues relating to values and moral

content, 88

as less involved in the government’s

work, 16

letting Knesset decide particular issues,

119

literature examining in various contexts,

6

litigation strategy positioning as a

central player, 17

not appropriate for decisions on

controversial ideological questions,

153

parliamentary proceedings, willingness

to intervene in, 96

as a peaceful agent of change, 163

as a political catalyst, 98

political role of, 166

versus the political system, 116–120

portrayed as political, 109

power of, 144–145

proposal allowing Knesset to void

decisions, 116
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public and professional legitimacy as

central sources of power, 142

relationship with the Knesset and

government, 3

restrained approach, 89, 93

right to declare that law contradicts a

basic law, 151

rightists and religious politicians wanting

to punish, 114

role and place of, 2, 109, 119, 128, 166

self-restraint, 34

sending messages to the government,

128

serving wide variety of functions, 67

setting itself on a par with the Knesset,

102

setting the agenda for human rights, 127

strengthening of, 72

transformation of, 98, 101

trusting in Attorney General and State

Prosecutor’s Office, 141

variety of functions, 118

as watchdog over the rule of law, 118

weak and restrained during 1950s and

1960s, 85

Jew, formal definition of, 68

Jewish and democratic state, State of Israel

as, 65

Jewish community, in Palestine prior to

establishment of the State of Israel, 60

Jewish nation, with a Jewish character, 68

Jewish settlements, in Judea, Samaria, and

Gaza, 123

judges

appointment of constitutional, 107, 150

changing decisions in ways not reflecting

personal preferences, 31, 41

on the High Court, 109

ideological viewpoint of, 143–144

as political creatures, 136

preferences and strategies, 29, 40

role narrowed, 25

judicial activism. See also activism

in absence of constitutional powers, 99

avoiding or adopting, 32

emergence of, 59

explaining process of increasing, 61

general trend of, 164

HCJ orientation since the 1970s, 41

legal approach explanations, 34–36

in military courts, 121–123

resulting from quasi-exit behavior, 163

sociological approach explanations,

36–39

sociopolitical and cultural explanation

of, 58–59

as a strategic judicial move, 30

weakening, 163

judicial authority

important characteristics, 22

ruled by principles of professionalism

and objectivity, 150

judicial behavioralism, 28

judicial branch, as first among equals in

Israel, 67, 118

judicial criticism

of laws, 149

leveled against Knesset’s lawmaking,

107

towards Knesset legislation, 149

unconventional weapon of, 149

judicial empowerment, 1

judicial independence, 29

judicial involvement, in political life, 4

judicial norms, as legal arrangements, 25

judicial restraint

de facto, 35

exercise of, 104

with regard to government policy, 86

judicial review, of constitutionality of

primary legislation, 66, 117

Judicial Selection Committee, 67, 118

judicial self-restraint, with regard to

security and functioning of the

Knesset, 164

judicial supervision of laws, model of, 148

judicial system, as complementary to

legislative authority, 27

judicialization

growing, 132

increase in, 125

in Israeli society, 107

resulting in judicial activism, 126

judiciary, new positive theories of, 30

jurisdiction, 89

juristocracy, global trend toward, 1

just distribution, inability to define, 144

justice

as a function of the sovereign’s rules and

legislation, 23

principles of, 22
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justices. See judges

justiciability, 89, 98, 117

justiciability and standing

not claimed, 92

as obstacles to filing petitions with the

HCJ, 86

Ka’adan v. Israel Land Authority, 1995,

119

Kach Faction v. The Knesset Speaker, The,

96

Kahan Commission, 94

Karp Commission, 94

Kasher, Assa, 130

Katlan v. the Prison Service, 92

Katzav, Moshe, 108

Keshet, 136

kibbutzim, diversifying sources of income

by re-zoning land, 138

Knesset

ability to overrule Court through

legislation, 118

accepting Court’s ruling, 95, 152

adopting an approach of legislative

restraint, 35

decisions made by, 3

disagreement with HCJ, 157

dismal position of, 113

distribution measures, 76

ever-increasing split between parties in,

76

as a founding authority, 108

growth in number of parties competing

for, 74

HCJ criticism of decisions, 102

intervention in decisions of, 96

judicial criticism of legislation of,

149

laws, Supreme Court invalidating

various, 116

losing ability to function effectively,

73

proposal to create a constitution, 106

providing authority to appoint

constitutional court judges, 109

raising issue of a constitutional court of

law, 108

requiring publicizing of agreements

between factions, 102

Knesset members

desire to be re-elected, 113

sending delegations to parliaments and

constitutional courts, 111

turning to the HCJ, 39

Knesset Speaker, cutting short debate over

a proposed vote of no confidence, 96

Kol Ha’ Am v. The Minister of the Interior,

87

Kremnitzer, Mordechai, 143

Labor Party

1977 election, 93

loss of dominance, 70

socialist orientation of, 85

land, policy violating fair allocation of, 139

Land Decision Case (New Discourse

Movement et al. v. Minister of

National Infrastructure et al., 2002),

16, 119, 136–137

analyzing public policy, 137–145

groups addressed by Supreme Court in

its verdict, 143

as last legal decision on that issue, 144

land policy in Israel, public debate about,

136

Landau, Justice, broadening equality

provision, 135

Landau Committee’s report (1987),

addressing legal standing of the GSS,

134

Lapid, Josef, 109

Lapid, Tomy, 133

Lapid committee report, 133–134

Lavon, Pinhas, 89

Lavon Affair (1954), 89

law

constitutionality of, 35

defined, 19

proposal to institutionalize authority to

invalidate, 116

relationship with politics, 19–42

representing rationality and objectivity,

21

as a social phenomenon, 136

as the ultimate sovereign, 21

law and politics, analyzing relationship

between, 25–33

Law of Return, 12, 16

lazy law, 137

learning, theory of, 47

LECHI Organization–Fighters for Israel’s

Freedom, 87
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left-wing politicians, petitions to the high

Court of Justice, 95

legal abolishments, signifying an approach

of self-restraint, 34

legal authorization, operating without, 144

legal commissions, need for, 94

legal community

conferences on proposed constitutional

court of law, 112

Court directing its decision to, 143

pressure put on Knesset members by,

112

on whether constitution was still waiting

to be legislated, 111

legal criticism of laws, discussion

concerning the practice of, 149–151

legal innovators, self-interested coalition

of, 1

legal norms, comparing with practical

behavior, 26

legal positivism, 25, 27

legal realism approach, 27–28

legal studies, formalistic approach in, 22

legal system

as autonomous, 25

decline in number of citizens trusting,

147

highest court of appeals in, 118

inefficiency of, 161

in the State’s early years, 86

supported by Minister of Justice, 109

legal terminology, interpreted by the HCJ,

34

legal thought, normative approaches,

20–24

legalistic-functional approach, 26

legality

of certain laws, 92

principle of, 64

legislating authority, as representative, 150

legislative and parliamentary branches,

functional failures of, 66

legislative authority, weakening relative to

the judicial authority, 70

legislator, role of, 22

legitimacy

maximization of, 142–143

of a proposed court of law, 155

sources of social and political, 27

Levi v. The Southern District Commander

of the Israel Police, 96

Levin, Shlomo, 96

liberal and democratic values, weakening,

163

liberal approach, stressing human rights,

129

liberal elite, not the only group turning to

HCJ, 38

liberal orientation, on political thought,

20

liberal society, conditions for the

development of, 24

liberal values, 36, 38

liberalism, 22–24

Likud Party

forming a coalition government, 93

right-wing, 70

settling West Bank and Gaza Strip, 90,

94

votes received, 75

Lior Horev et al. v. The Minister of

Transport, 104

literal interpretation school, 25

literature, about relationship between

Israeli High Court of Justice and

politics in Israel, 6

local authorities, 64

Locke, John, 23

Machiavelli, 22

Madhat, Josef, 131

Mafdal party (religious), 106

marginalization, of individuals, 29, 40

mass movements, 70, 93, 100

maximization, of legitimacy, 142–143

maximum happiness, law a tool for

achieving, 24

meat importer, petition of a, 102

Members of the Knesset (MKs). See

Knesset members

mental models, 47, 48, 145

Meretz Party, 101

Meretz v. The Jerusalem District

Commander, 102

Meridor, Dan, 101

Miari v. The Knesset Speaker, 96

military court, intervention in the decision

of, 88

military elite, 59, 162

military policy, in Lebanon, 79

Mill, James, 24

Mill, John Stuart, 24
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Miller, Alice, 119

Miller v. The Minister of Defense, 1994,

96, 119

Minister of the Interior, most petitions

directed against, 12, 16

ministers, increasing the number of, 78

Misgav v. The Knesset, 104

Mitral Ltd. et al. v. The Knesset of Israel,

102

Mizrahi Democratic Rainbow–New

Discourse Movement, 136, 139

Modai, Yitzchak, 80

Montesquieu, 22

moral issues, relating to actions of the

government, 92

moshavim, diversifying sources of income

by rezoning land, 138

Moshavim Case (United Mizrahi Bank v.

Migdal Cooperative Village, 1995),

119

motivation, to free ride on the efforts of

others, 54

Motti Ashkenazi v. The Minister of

Defense, 93

Movement for the Quality of Government

in Israel v. The Punishment Review

Committee, 104

multi-cultural society, effect on field of law,

99

Murkus v. The Minister of Defense, 96

national institutions and assets, basic laws

defining, 65

National Religious Party, legislation in the

Knesset, 88

National Unity Governments

creating political stalemate, 95

formation of, 61, 70, 80

nationality category, on ID cards, 88

natural freedom, challenging in accordance

with specific law, 87

Natural Law, moral guidelines for, 25

natural rights

existence of, 22

governmental authorities required to

safeguard, 69

need

interrogators claiming, 134

protecting interrogators from criminal

responsibility, 135

neglect, strategy of, 49

neo-institutional approach, 44, 45

neo-institutional economy, 45

neo-institutional literature, 46

neo-liberal civil society, rise of, 127

Netanyahu, Benjamin, 104

Neubach, Amnon, 80

Nevo database, 8, 9

new deployment protocol, signing of, 125

New Discourse Movement, 143

New Israel Fund, 73

no-decision solution, by politicians, 58

non-governability, 17, 74

entrenched in Israeli society, 125

political system characterized by, 139

non-governance

characterizing Israel society, 157

of the political system, 156

non-governmental organizations,

promoting human rights, 127, 139,

141, 159

non-participation, passive strategy of, 138

normative analyses, of judicial

independence, 29

normative approaches, connecting political

and legal thought, 20

normative perspective, on place and role of

law, 20

norms, importance of, 21

objective policy evaluation, 152

objective truth, legal realism rejecting

existence of, 28

obstacles, creating to filing petitions, 89

Ofek v. The Minister of the Interior, 92

open cases, mean number of, 11

open system, promoting judicial activism,

86

Operation Accountability, 101

Or, Judge Theodore, committee headed by,

132

Or Committee, on legal system

improvement, 161

organizations, as players, 46

Oron v. Chairman of the Knesset case, 116

Oslo A agreement, signed between State of

Israel and the PLO, 125

Oslo B agreement, granting Palestinians

authority to rule in Palestinian cities,

125

Oswald Rufeisen v. The Minister of the

Interior, 88
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overcoming paragraph, in place since

1994, 158

overnight forays, well-planned, 90

Palestinian Authority, 125

Palestinian economy, destruction of, 130

Palestinian organizations, adopting a

hudna, 133

Palestinian terrorism, at the end of the

1990s, 125

Palestinians, 135. See also Arab residents,

interrogated experiencing torture and

abuse

paramilitary forces, prior to 1948, 85

parliamentary law, Supreme Court

abolishing a, 33

parliament’s legal adviser, supervising

legislation, 35

parties, effective number of, 76, 77

partisan system, 74

party discipline, decline of, 39

passive option, of quasi-exit behavior, 60

passive player, HCJ as, 37

path-dependent analysis, 4, 47

Peace Now movement, 70, 93, 94

peace process, perceived as trans-societal,

125

people, sovereignty of, 22

Peres, Shimon, 80

periods, since the establishment of Israel

(1948–1999), 83–84

personal inscription, on a military

headstone, 104

personal preferences

constrained by various structural factors,

31

justices voting for, 41

personal responsibility, politicians evading,

92

personal security, provided by the

government for settlements, 91

personnel contractors, employment of

workers by, 104

petitions. See also specific petitions

accepted, 14

accepting for discussion during 1950s

and 1960s, 86

to be filed with district courts, 12

brought to HCJ, 96

discussion postponed for, 16

against the government, 7, 11

increasing rate filed, 154

mean annual number of, 9

postponing discussion of, 16

rejected, 16

retracted, 14

sampled, 8

physical force, use of by General Security

Services, 104

physical means, for interrogating suspects,

128

physical pressure

application of, 135

moderate degree of, 134

physical torture, expressly forbidden,

129

pilots’ course, accepting women in, 66, 96,

117

Pinchasi, Deputy Minister, 101

Pinchasi v. The Knesset of Israel, 102

Pines, Ofir, 112–114

pirate broadest signals, of channel 7, 116

pirate cable networks, 71

players, shaping public policy, 140

PLO (Palestinian Liberation Organization),

125

Plonim v. The Minister of Defense, 104

Plonit v. The Chief of Staff, 104

policy, nullifying based on principle of

human honor and dignity, 158

policy decisions, 53

as dependent variable, 53

disaggregating policy into, 53

policy maker, Supreme Court as, 144, 145

policy making

full of obstacles, 57

involvement of the Supreme Court in, 3,

58–62

policy outcomes, alternative ways to

improve, 49

policy regulations, 45

policy science, 152

political and economic elites, insulating

policy making from democratic

politics, 1

political bargaining, 57

political costs, SEAL an instrument for

minimizing, 80

political culture

characteristics of Israeli, 48, 59

characterized by quasi-exit, 59

dominated by alternative politics, 139
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political culture (cont.)

norms of human rights not internalized

in, 69

transformation of Israeli, 70–73

political decision, lack of a clear, 133

political economy scholars, defining

institutions, 43

political elements, in institutional change,

45

political entrepreneur

ability to promote the economic

program, 80

described, 51

Israeli Supreme Court as, 43–62,

117–119

political entrepreneurship, 51–53

political influence, independence from,

118

political instability, 74, 77

political left wing, driven to the HCJ, 98

political life, characterized by degeneration

of systems of political parties, 94

political opportunity structure, 49

political participation, in form of quasi-exit

behavior, 99

political performance, alternative ways to

improve, 49

political player, Supreme Court as, 30

political prisoners, rejecting petitions

concerning, 97

political role, of the Supreme Court in

Israel, 72

political rules, 45, 53

political system

in a deep crisis, 71

defining, 19

fragmented, 59, 70, 83, 84

inability to formulate and implement

systematic policy plans, 17

inability to handle public policy, 61

inefficient, 162

non-governability of, 139

non-governance of, 156

relationship with High Court of Justice,

33–42, 153

sense of deadlock in, 100

unfragmented during the 1970s, 94

political thought, normative approaches,

20–24

political values, intervention in the

determination of, 142

political-bureaucratic structure, of a

particular system, 56

politicians

adopting a quasi-exit strategy, 98

appealing to the Supreme Court (HCJ),

33, 119

assets for re-election, 52

budget needs, 56

distribution of preferences in society, 56

goal of being re-elected, 109–111

intention of limiting activism of the

Court, 116

maximizing odds of being re-elected, 53

maximizing rents to interest groups, 55

motivations and interests of, 53

petitioning the High Court, 95, 152

placing responsibility on HCJ, 97

relationship with citizens, 138–139

as suppliers of regulatory services, 55

tending not to make decisions about

crucial issues, 139

politicization, of the judicial system, 160

politics

approaches to, 19

definitions of, 19

in its original meaning, 19

relationship with law, 19–42

Pollard Affair (1985), 95

population, Israeli right calling for a

transfer of, 124

Population Registry Law, amended, 88

Poraz v. The Mayor of Tel Aviv-Jaffa, 97

positive analyses, of judicial independence,

29

positive law, efficiency of, 26, 36

post-realism

individualistic emphasis, 29–33

structural emphasis, 28–29

post-realist approach, major streams, 28

power, alternative centers of, 59

power groups, decline of traditional, 49

pre-petitions, investigation of data

concerning, 8

President of the Supreme Court, 109

prime ministers

direct election of, 74, 132

power and status of, 114

as primary political players in Israel, 114

priorities, setting, 27

prisoners

approving detention of, 104
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rejecting petitions concerning release of,

97

right to privacy, 92

privileged group, 51

problems, learning ways to solve, 47

procedural judicial activism, informal

policy of, 2

procedural model, for analysis of formal

political rule change, 2

professionalism, influence of, 46

Progressive list for Peace (PLP), allowing to

participate in elections, 36

protest activity, structuring of, 49

public. See also citizens

giving up on legal channels of influence,

60

seeking services of the High Court of

Justice, 96

public and academic debate, about

interaction between law and politics,

20

public argument, between opposition

parties and coalition parties, 95

public choice rationale, 164

public choice theory, 24

Public Committee against Torture in Israel,

127, 128, 139

Public Committee against Torture in Israel

v. The State of Israel, 1999, 104,

119

public dissatisfaction, expressing, 94

public good

public policy as, 54

shortage of, 54, 138

public law, 63

public legitimacy, 27, 97

public life, HCJ’s degree of involvement in,

3, 147

public need, identifying, 52

public policy

described, 53

designing on human rights, 165

evaluation, 152

inability to design, 153

lack of, 154, 155

result of interactions between four

groups, 108

public services

alternative provision of, 100

government continuously failing to

provide, 71

shortage provided by the government,

49

public trust

decline in, 147, 157

in governmental institutions, 113

in the High Court declining, 113

in institutions in Israel, 59

issue in judicial criticism about legality

of laws, 160

in Supreme Court, 114

pure legal theory, framework of, 25

qualitative parameters, in utilitarian

considerations, 24

quantitative data, importance of, 8

quantitative empirical method, assessing in

HCJ decision making, 6

quantitative examination, of HCJ’s rulings

and decisions, 4

quantitative methodology, variables

measured, 7

quantitative research, informative about

HCJ behavior, 6

quantitative study, method of, 8

quasi-exit behavior, 49, 60

in the 1980s, 83

as a central characteristic of political

culture, 60

citizens internalizing, 50

in Israeli society, 91

necessary condition for judicial activism,

99

spreading to the judicial arena, 50

quasi-exit strategy

compared to private provision of

services, 91

defined, 58

do-it-yourself approach as, 50

Israeli Supreme Court adopting, 92,

98

of turning to the HCJ, 39

rabbinical courts, rulings of, 93

Rabin, Yitzchak, 124, 135

Rae, split measure devised by, 76

Ragub, Jibril, 131

rational choice institutionalism, bridge

with historical institutionalism,

164

rational choice literature, theories of

institutional change, 45
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rational choice theory

of Court behavior, 30

viewing High Court justices as players,

41

rational foundations, establishing law on,

23

rational human being, assumption as

wrong, 46

rationally sincere behavior, justices

overwhelmingly engaging in, 31, 41

Ravitz, Avraham, 109

reason and proportionality, test of, 64

reasonability, 37

reasonable decisions, becoming

unreasonable as circumstances

changed, 98

reciprocal relations, between politicians

and the electorate, 53, 138

regular laws, 63

regulatory services, reducing economic

efficiency, 55

religious council, participation of a woman

on, 96

religious groups, believing that channels of

influence were blocked, 90

religious people, establishing illegal

settlements in the West Bank, 90

religious political parties

influence during the 1980s, 94

opposing interference of High Court in

certain issues, 108

rents, 55

representation, emergence of more direct,

39

republican orientation, on political

thought, 20

republican thought, 21–22

research findings, of the quantitative study,

11–16

residents, expulsion of local, 123

Ressler, Yehuda, 98

Ressler petition (1986), 98

restriction paragraph, 157

restrictive doctrines, created by HCJ, 89

restrictive rules, created by HCJ, 89

revisionist approach, on judicial

independence, 29

revolts, leading to precedent-setting

actions, 130

right of standing, cutting back on, 149

right to disseminate information, 87

right to life, freedom, and property, 23

rights, establishment of, 117

right-wing appeals to HCJ, 38

Rivlin, Reuven, 108

Rosen, Pinchas, 88

Rousseau, 22

rubber bullets, guidelines about the use of,

133

Rubenstein, M.K., 95

Rubenstein petition (1982), 95

Rubenstein v. The Knesset Speaker, 95

Rubinstein, Amnon, 81

Rubinstein, Elyakim, 104

Rubinstein and Ressler v. The Minister of

Defense, 1997, 1998, 119

Rubinstein petition (1982), 83

Rubinstein v. The Knesset Speaker:

paragraph 4, 96

Rufeisen, Oswald, 88

rule of the people, 22

rules

as elementary units of knowledge, 47

formal, 45, 90

informal, 45

political, 45, 53

restrictive, 89

rules and laws, collection of, 25

Rules of the Israel Bar Association, 73

ruling class, law and legal system as, 26

ruling elite

HCJ as, 6

institutionalizing social norms, 28

judicial system as part of, 37

rulings

of HCJ, 7, 33

HCJ avoiding, 155

high profile receiving public attention, 6

salaries, of uneducated and unskilled

workers, 78

Samarah v. The Commander of the Judea

and Samaria Region, 93

sample, of petitions, 8

Sarid petition, to the High Court of Justice

(1981), 96

scientific theory, law as, 25

SEAL. See State Economy Arrangement

Law (SEAL)

second Intifada, 130

Second Period 1998–2000, move towards

judicial activism, 122, 126–131
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sectorial parties

growth of, 59

power to, 70

sectorial politics, rise in, 70, 74

security

censorship of information related to, 86

judgments concerning, 88

maintaining versus safeguarding human

rights, 123

security services, privately paid, 71

separation of powers

as fundamental, 118

idea of, 23

model, 31

principle of, 22, 67

settlements, petition concerning legality of

establishment of, 97

settlers’ lobby, opposing interference of

High Court, 108

Shabak Law, 143

Shakdiel v. The Minister of Religious

Affairs, 96

shaking, method of, 135

Shalit, Benjamin, 88

Shamgar, Meir, 92, 143

shared mental models, 51, 90

Sharon, Ariel, 114, 130

Sharon, Emmanuel, 80

Shas Party, right-wing, 101

Shatil, public and legal struggle of, 73

“shebach” position, 128

Sheib, Yisrael, 87

Sheikh Suliman Hussein Oda Abu Hilu v.

The Government of Israel, 93

Shenar, Shmuel, 111

Shetreet, Meir, 109

Shetreet, Shimon, 148

Shetreet Report, 148–149

sincere behavior, adopted by justices, 31,

41

Six Day War in 1967, bringing changes to

Israeli culture and political system, 89

social and cultural factors, influencing

relationship between politicians and

the Supreme Court, 32

social and political issues, appeals and

controversial rulings dealing with, 35

social choice institutional approach, 46

social choice literature, 45

social choice studies, institutional theory

perceived through, 45–47

social choice theory, public policy resulting

from many players, 154–156

social consensus, 159

social contract, with the state, 23

social coordination, advancing, 25

social divisions, increasing, 17

social equilibrium, Supreme Court

contributing to, 6, 26, 39

social factors, expression in interests and

preferences of the players, 164

social fragmentation, 73

social groups

acting to maximize interests, 28

turning to the Court, 121

social institutions, theories about the

appearance of,

social interactions, institutions as rules

designing, 43

social norms, theory of evolutional

development of,

social players, 45

social preferences, High Court of Justice

reflecting, 154

social reality, judges changing, 27

social role, of a proposed court of law, 155

social sciences, study of law and politics, 20

social structures, determining individual

behavior, 29

social utility, 23

social values and partisan-structural

parameters, explaining judicial

activism, 37

social welfare, 71

social-political context, 35

sociological analysis, of factors influencing

judges’ decisions, 25

sociological approaches

to law, 26–27

law and legal system as social

phenomena, 39

sociological perspective, of institutional

theory, 44–45

sociological point of view, shortcomings

of, 29

sociologists, on institutional change, 43

socio-political processes, throughout the

1980s, 38

solidarity, professional and structural, 26

sophisticated behavior, by Supreme Court

justices, 31

sphere exchange, 128
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Spirit of Law, The (1748), 22

split measure, 76

standing or locus standi, 34, 89, 117,

159

state, need for, 23

State Attorney, 141

State Economy Arrangement Law (SEAL)

alternative politics of, 79–82

enacted in 1985, 80

facilitating approval of hundreds of laws

and legislative amendments, 81

as an instrument to advance interests,

81

supporters of, 81

State Emergency Economic Arrangement

Law, 1985, The, 80

state intervention, need for, 54

state of nature, 23

State Prosecutor, surrendering autonomy,

141

status quo, politicians preferring, 53

Stern, Elizer, 131

strategy, of intense litigation, 17

structural changes, bargaining processes

over, 165

structural conditions

explaining differences in behavior of

judges, 32

in Israel, 32

judicial behavior depending on, 32

in the United States, 32

structural factors

justices constrained by, 41

weakening the voice option, 49

structural reforms, aimed at

decentralization and privatization,

93

subjective policy evaluation, 152

substantive damage, as a major criterion

for abolishing a law, 34

substitute informal institutions, emergence

of, 49

Supreme Court

comparing models of voting behavior by

justices, 31

conceptions of behavior, 41

creating and intensifying existing

conflicts, 26, 39

as an interest group, 26, 39

not an ordinary bureaucratic

organization, 30, 40

as part of the ruling elite, 28

as a political player, 30

role as political entrepreneurs, 2

role in design of institutional changes, 2

role in designing and determining

institutional changes, 1

Supreme Court (HCJ). See Israeli Supreme

Court (High Court of Justice [HCJ])

Supreme Court judges. See judges

symbolic legitimacy, 27

Syria, petition against holding peace talks

with, 97

Takdin database, 8, 9

Tal, David, 109

Tamir, Yuli, 109, 110

Temple Mount affair, Israeli response to,

131

tension, between society and government,

73

terrorist, preventing demolition of home of,

96

terrorist attacks, preventing during the

planning stage, 134

theoretical framework, 17

theoretical model, and empirical analysis,

164

Third Period 2001–2003, 123, 132–134

Tnufa, Manpower Services v. The Minister

of Labor and Social Affairs, 104

To the Defense of Nature institute, 143

Tocqueville, 22

top-down approach, to institutional

change, 72

Torah study, among Jewish people, 93

Torture Case. See Public Committee

against Torture in Israel v. The State

of Israel, 1999

traditional approach, combining positive

and normative analyses, 29

traffic arrangements on the Sabbath, in

Jerusalem, 104

transparency

principle of, 151

of a proposed court of law, 155

Treasury officials, as opinion leaders, 81

true Zionists, 90

trust. See public trust

truth, as relative to each case, 27

Turkman v. The Minister of Defense,

96
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